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Why Adventures of Aesthetics?
Since the 18th century and the event of modern science,
the nature of aesthetics, aesthetic practices and the habits
of thinking about aesthetics have, by and large, mirrored
the ordering of science founded on the bifurcation of nature.
Whereas science and scientific practice has forcefully mobilized
itself around ‘bare nature’ independent of ‘culture’ and the
‘social’, aesthetic thinking has also colluded in this opposition,
concerning itself with the experiencing subject, perception and
artistic expression.
Recently, however, the question of the aesthetic has begun
to proliferate in unexpected areas of inquiry wholly ignoring
these modern bifurcations. In times of anthropogenic climate
change and mass extinction on the one hand, and increased
dependency on ‘technoscientific’ deliverance on the other,
Alfred North Whitehead’s (2004 [1920]) diagnosis of the
bifurcation of nature seems to receive a new pertinence and
urgency. New ways of thinking about and doing aesthetics as
a more-than-human realm open up the very real and concrete
possibility that aesthetic processes and capacities are not
the preserve of privileged human actors – such as artists,
architects, designers and their audiences or users – nor do
they simply concern the beautiful and the sublime. Although
philosophers of science, notably Isabelle Stengers and Bruno
Latour, have taken up the challenges posed by the bifurcation
of nature and its implications for understanding and thinking
with scientific practices and knowledge production, less
attention has been payed to its corollary for aesthetic practices
and processes.

Meanwhile, in the face of new cosmological possibilities
and cosmopolitics (Stengers 2005) engendered by epochal
propositions, such as the Anthropocene (Crutzen 2002),
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Programme
Please note: All times are in british summer time (BST). We will be using Zoom for the workshop
and we will send out Zoom invitations for each meeting

Session 1: Introduction: why adventures in aesthetics?
Thursday 25th June: 14:00 – 17:00
Chair: Melanie Sehgal. Co-Chair: Alex Wilkie

Introduction

Melanie Sehgal & Alex Wilkie:
A new taste for life: V

Mike Michael is a sociologist of science and technology,
and a professor at the Department of Sociology, Philosophy
and Anthropology at the University of Exeter. Research
interests have touched on the relation of everyday life to
technoscience, the use of design to develop a ‘speculative
methodology’, and the role of aesthetics and affect in the
making of publics. Recent publications include (co-authored
with Andy Boucher et al.) Energy Babble: Entangling Design
and STS (Mattering Press, 2018) and Actor-Network Theory:
Trials, Trails and Translations (Sage, 2017).
Marsha Rosengarten is Professor in Sociology and CoDirector of the Centre for Invention and Social Process,
Goldsmiths, University of London. Marha’s research has
provided the health and medical field with conceptual
analysis for tackling the medical and policy challenges
posed by biomedical interventions (including HIV preexposure prophylaxis) and associated issues with research
and implementation. She is co-author with Alex Wilkie
and Martin Savransky of an edited collection Speculative
Research: The Lure of Possible Futures (Routledge, 2017),
co-author Mike Michael Innovation and Biomedicine:
Ethics, Evidence and Expectation in HIV (Palgrave, 2013)
and author of HIV Interventions: Biomedicine and the
Traffic in Information and Flesh (University of Washington
Press, 2009) for which she received the Foundation for the
Sociology of Health and Illness Book Prize 2010. Her most
recent articles focus on the logics of biomedicine within
the global health fields of HIV, Ebola and Tuberculosis
drawing from process-oriented approaches in Science and
Technology Studies, Speculative Philosophy and Feminist
Theory.
Martin Savransky is Senior Lecturer in the Department
of Sociology, Goldsmiths, University of London. His writing
and scholarship spans pragmatist philosophy, postcolonial
studies, radical pluralism, and political ecology. He is
the author of Around the Day in Eighty Worlds: Politics
of the Pluriverse (Duke University Press, 2021), and The
Adventure of Relevance (Palgrave, 2016). He is co-editor
of Speculative Research: The Lure of Possible Futures
(Routledge, 2017), and guest-editor of “Isabelle Stengers
and the Dramatization of Philosophy” (SubStance, 2018)
and of “Problematizing the Problematic” (Theory, Culture &
Society, 2021). He is currently working on a new project on
the concept of “cosmoecology” and the plural revaluation of
ecological values.

Melanie Sehgal currently serves as Junior Professor
of Literary, Science and Media Studies at the European
University Viadrina, Frankfurt (Oder). Her research as a
philosopher working on pragmatism, process philosophies,
science and technology studies, postcolonial and feminist
perspectives as well as on the historiography of philosophy
centers on ways of thinking beyond the divides that
shape modern thought such as the distinction between
nature/culture, fact/fiction, knowing/believing, modern/
non-modern etc. Melanie is the author of Eine situierte
Metaphysik. Empirismus und Spekulation bei William
James und Alfred North Whitehead (Konstanz Univ. Press
2016). Together with the artist Alex Martinis Roe, she leads
the multidisciplinary working group FORMATIONS, which
experimentally develops transdisciplinary techniques of
knowing beyond modern habits of thought. She is also a
member of the Interdisciplinary Network for the Critical
Humanities Terra Critica.
Alex Wilkie is Reader in Design and Social Science in the
Department of Design and a Co-Director of the Centre for
Invention and Social Process (Sociology), alongside Michael
Guggenheim and Marsha Rosengarten, hosted by the
Department of Sociology, Goldsmiths, University of London.
Alex is co-author of Energy Babble (Mattering Press) and
co-editor of Studio studies: Operations, Topologies &
Displacements (Routledge, CRESC Series); Speculative
research: The lure of possible futures (Routledge, CRESC
Series), and; Inventing the Social (Mattering Press).

